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Who Taught You That?
Answers to 101 Commonly Asked Questions in Matters Related to Sex
By Leah Schwartz

S

traightforward questions and honest answers
about sex.

In this empowering follow-up to the best-selling One
Hour Orgasm, these are the questions repeatedly asked
of the authors by men and women of all ages as they
toured the country doing media interviews.
The good doctors compiled the answers to these common and uncommon questions from research, consultations and seminars. The simple and honest information here will help couples learn ways to:
• Keep improving their relationships
• Keep improving their sex lives
• Make better choices in their love lives
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Dr. Leah Schwartz lives in Houston, Texas. She was
married for 23 loving years to her late husband, Dr.
Bob, and continues to carry on the work they started
in helping couples with their relationships and sex
lives.
MARKETING:
• Major national, syndicated and local media: past
appearances have included HBO, The View with
Barbara Walters, Sally Jesse Raphael
• 4000 first printing
TITLE BY THE SAME AUTHOR:
The One Hour Orgasm 0-942540-14-X
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Expanded
from the
original
Being Frank
My Time With Frank Zappa
By Nigey Lennon
“...irreplaceable, spiky and musically literate...Lennon’s previous books were on Mark Twain and Alfred Jarry, which
indicates the kind of cultural perspective required to get a grip on Zappa: something brighter than rock-journo
pedantry.” -- Ben Watson, author of Frank Zappa: The Negative Dialectics of Poodle Play

S

till the best up-close-and-personal account of legendary iconoclast Frank Zappa, who died in
1993. Lennon maintained a personal and professional relationship with Zappa during his most creative period and invests her recollections with considerable musical and emotional insight. With:
• New material by the author
• Preface by David Walley (No Commercial Potential:
The Saga of Frank Zappa and the Mothers of
Invention)
• Foreword by Greg Russo (Cosmik Debris: The
Collected History and Improvisations of Frank
Zappa)
• Introduction by Candy Zappa
• Released jointly with Patrice "Candy" Zappa's My
Brother Was A Mother: A Family Album

Nigey Lennon is a composer, performer, and producer
and the author of seven published books including
The Sagebrush Bohemian: Mark Twain in California
(Paragon House, 1990) and Alfred Jarry: The Man With
The Axe (Last Gasp, 1984). She lives in New York.
MARKETING:
• Galleys and review copies to all appropriate
reviewers
• Extensive radio and television campaign
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Frank's family
history

My Brother Was A Mother
A Zappa Family Album
By Patrice "Candy" Zappa
“...this is the missing piece of the puzzle that you find years later in the back of the closet under all the mothballs,
mouse droppings and other stuff that sticks to the floor...there’s lots of stuff here I didn’t know...with this book,
you are there. And we thought we knew everything about Frank Zappa! Hah!” ---from the Introduction by Greg
Russo, author of Cosmik Debris: The Collected History and Improvisations of Frank Zappa

I

n her own words, Frank Zappa’s younger sister
Patrice shares her memories of growing up with
the iconoclastic guitarist, composer, and social
observer.
With characteristic humor, she throws open a longlocked door to reveal the family history Frank kept
secret. With
• 60+ rare photographs from the Zappa family album
• Introduction by Greg Russo
• Preface by Nigey Lennon (Being Frank: My Time
With Frank Zappa)
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Patrice “Candy” Zappa has performed and recorded
with numerous groups including the Ed Palermo Big
Band, Lennon/Tabacco/Zappa, and as part of the duo
Zappa and Porter (with Nolan Porter). She lives in the
San Fernando Valley.
MARKETING:
• Author promoting jointly with Nigey Lennon
• Events, radio and television
• Galleys and review copies
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Peace
Now

Hope in a Dark Time
Reflections of Humanity's Future
Edited by David Krieger
“This book is an invitation to hope and to action. It is an invitation to set aside the obstacles to action, to choose
peace and to wage peace. It is an invitation to help shape humanity's future.” —David Krieger

F

ive extraordinary visionaries explore their hopes
for humanity in timely essays about the importance of individual action:

• Barbara Marx Hubbard
• Joanna Macy
• Queen Noor al Hussein
• Frank K. Kelly
• David Kreiger
As humanity faces enormous challenges, many question whether there are any rational reasons for hope-but hope may be wildly irrational. Rational or not,
hope must underpin action in these critical times.

David Krieger is the founder of the Nuclear Age Peace
Foundation, president since 1982. He has lectured in
the U.S., Europe, and Asia and has received numerous
awards and honors for his work. He is a graduate of
Occidental College, and holds MA and Ph.D. degrees
in political science from the University of Hawaii as
well as a J.D. from the Santa Barbara College of Law.
Dr. Krieger serves as a judge pro tem and arbitrator for
the Santa Barbara Superior Court.

TITLE BY THE SAME AUTHOR:
Choose Hope: Your Role in Waging Peace in the
Nuclear Age, co-authored with Daisaku Ikeda,
0-9675697-6-7, Middleway Press
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First of a series

Americans in Paris
Great Short Stories of the City of Light
Edited by Steven Gilbar
“There is nothing so enlivening to literature as an account of beloved places, as we see in this wonderful collection of Americans-in-Paris stories by 20th-century American writers.” - Diane Johnson, author of Le Mariage and
Le Divorce

F

ourteen short stories set in Paris by famous
American authors, for readers who wish they
were in Paris this minute.

The principal characters are Americans—students,
scholars, expatriates—on missions, business, vacation
as they wander a Paris of bistros and bars, clubs and
cafés, trying to puzzle out its mysteries. Authors
include:
• Alice Adams
• Evan S. Connell
• Paul Theroux
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With a Foreword by Diane Johnson (Le Mariage & Le
Divorce), the title institutes a series with the planned
sequels Americans in Italy and Americans in Mexico.
Steven Gilbar has written and edited numerous
books, collections and anthologies. His short story
anthologies of place are California Shorts, L.A. Shorts,
and Santa Barbara Stories. He lives in Santa Barbara
with his wife, Inge.
MARKETING:
• Galleys to reviewers, travel publications editors,
guides and bookstores

